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Genetic Linkage Simulation with Playing Cards Crossing Over and Linkage Review
Recombination, or allele shuffling, is important because it generates diversity. Without recombination, there would be no way for two helpful alleles that arose in different lineages to be passed on together.
Most genes assort independently. In other words, which allele you inherit for one gene does not affect which allele you inherit for another gene. Genes on different chromosomes assort independently from each other, because each chromosome in a homologous pair is randomly sent to a different cell in meiosis I.
However, genes that are close to each other on the same chromosome are linked, meaning the alleles for those genes are more likely to be inherited together. Typically this linkage is incomplete, meaning that there is some chance of recombination between the genes. This recombination occurs through crossing over, the exchange of genetic information between homologous chromosomes while they are bound to each other in prophase I. Between each pair of genes on a chromosome, there is a certain rate at which crossovers occur between them. While some parts of the chromosome have higher rates of crossing over than others, for the most part the genetic distance (rate of crossovers) is larger between physically distant genes.
Simulated Chromosomes
For our simulation we will imagine we have a pair of replicated homologous chromosomes at the start of meiosis, one coming from the mother and one the father. They were replicated in S phase of the cell cycle, so each is made up of two identical chromatids, with the same genes and alleles. Because the two chromosomes are homologous, they have the same genes, but they have different alleles.
From a deck of cards, pull out cards from ace to five, of either spades and hearts, or diamonds and clubs. Arrange each suit with the ace at the top and the other cards below. (This is two straight flushes in poker!) Each vertical set of cards is part of one chromatid of a chromosome, with each card number representing a gene. The chromosomes are homologs; they each have the ace gene, the five gene, etc. The color of the gene indicates the allele. The image below displays how your cards should look, and how they might map onto an actual pair of chromosomes. 
Simulated Crossing Over
This individual got the "red" set of cards from one parent and the "black" set of cards from the other parent, so both "all red" and "all black" are parental combinations of alleles. In the absence of crossing over, the individual would always pass on a parental combination, (either all red or all black), to their own child; there would be no shuffling of the alleles.
On the other hand, crossing over can create chromosomes recombinant between two genes, meaning they are not in their parental combinations. If you observe that ten chromosomes are recombinant between genes ace and two, while fifty chromosomes are not, the recombination frequency, or RF between genes ace and two would be ( x 100%) = ( 10 60
x 100%) = 16.67%
So in the future we would expect to see a red allele for ace and a black allele for two on the same chromosome 16.67% of the time after crossing over and meiosis.
We will now simulate crossing over with a simple model. We will imagine our cards represent incompletely linked genes on a chromatid, with recombination due to crossing over happening either or of the time between adjacent gene pairs. (Imagine we chose a set of genes that happens to fit this convenient pattern. RFs between real genes differ more widely, from nearly complete linkage to no detectable linkage, depending in part on physical distance on the chromosome.)
To simulate this, roll a six-sided die. If you roll a 1, recombination due to crossing over occurs between the ace and two genes (simulating a 16.67% RF). Then roll again between each other pair of genes. On a roll of 1 OR 2, recombination occurs between genes two and three, and between genes three and four (simulating a 33.33% RF). Finally, recombination between genes four and five occurs on a roll of 1 (16.67% RF). In other words, the random die roll simulates the chance of recombination between particular gene pairs. Each time crossing over is observed, take all the cards/genes below that point and swap them. Don't just swap individual genes! Example: A student rolled a 1 between ace and two, resulting in recombination and thus the second set of chromatids in the table below. She then rolled a 6 between two and three, resulting in no recombination. She rolled a 2 between three and four, resulting in another change to the chromatids as shown below. Finally, she rolled a 4 between four and five, so there was no further recombination.
This results in the chromatids below. (Different genes may be recombinant in the other chromatids). Each chromatid will become a chromosome by the end of meiosis II. 
Relationship between genetic distance and RF
The genetic distance between two genes is measured in map units (m.u.), and is intended to measure how often crossovers occur between two genes.
For small distances, RF is approximately proportional to genetic distance. (In fact, 1 map unit is defined as a distance that gives an RF of 1%). As the genetic distance gets larger, this proportional relationship no longer holds. Between nearby genes, nearly every crossover causes recombination. But between more distant genes, multiple crossovers may cancel each other out.
5.
Two genes are 40 map units apart. Is the expected RF greater than 40%, or less than 40%? 6. Think carefully about our simulation, and a real chromosome. Each crossover occurs at a place in the chromosome, and may or may not result in recombination between a pair of genes. Is the number of crossovers between ace and three plus crossovers between three and five equal to, less than, or more than the number of crossovers between ace and five? 7. Which of these would be a more accurate way to estimate the number of crossovers (and genetic distance) between ace and five? (Hint: think about your answers to questions #4 and #6.) A) Calculate the RF between ace and five.
B)
Add the RF between ace and three to the RF between three and five.
8. How do multiple crossovers prevent the RF from being greater than 50%? (Hint: When two genes are distant enough that they are equally likely to be in a parental or recombinant combination, what is the average effect of one additional crossover?)
9.
Can the genetic distance be greater than 50 m.u.?
Mapping and the mapping function
We cannot directly observe genetic distance, as crossovers themselves are typically invisible. We can measure RF, so we use that to estimate genetic distance. Double crossovers are rare between genes that are close together, and the RF gives a good estimate of genetic distance. As genes are farther apart, double crossovers happen more often. So we add up the RFs between closely linked genes to estimate genetic distance between more distant genes.
When we can't observe more closely linked genes, the following equation, called Haldane's mapping function, partially corrects for multiple crossovers:
Genetic distance in map units = -50 ln (1-2 x RF)
…where RF is expressed as a proportion rather than a percentage, and ln is the natural log (and a button on your scientific or graphing calculator).
So if RF between two genes = 0.1 (10%), the actual genetic distance is about 11.2 m.u. If RF = 0.1667 (16.67%, the theoretical RF between genes ace and two) the genetic distance is about 20.3 m.u. And if RF = 0.4 (40%), the genetic distance is about 80.5 m.u.! (Although this equation is imprecise, especially at larger RFs).
10.
Based on the mapping function, a RF of 20% indicates a genetic distance of _________ m.u.
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Three-Point Test Crosses
Let's use our chromosomes to simulate a three-point test cross.
11.
Observe your simulated chromosomes from before. Now, start with the ace of spades or ace of diamonds -this represents the chromosome that by chance was used to make a successful gamete. For that chromosome, mark below and on the board whether the ace gene is red (A) or black (a), whether the three gene is red (T) or black (t), and whether the five gene is red (F) or black (f). Your answer should be one of the options below. Note you can use the concepts from questions #12 and #13 to figure out the parental genotypes and gene order based on the results of a cross. This is true even when you don't know the parental types in advance -remember that we won't always have all the dominant alleles on one chromosome and recessive on the other! 1
ATF
Appendix 2: Instructor notes and answer key
Microsoft Word versions of all materials are available upon request.
Materials (per pair of students):
One deck of cards One six-sided die For small labs (less than 16 students), the instructor may choose to give each student their own deck and have each make two independent sets of chromosomes. (This prevents small sample sizes from causing results like recombination frequencies greater than 50%).
Learning Outcomes
At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to… 1. Recognize that recombination within a chromosome requires crossing over between chromatids of homologous chromosomes.
2. Explain why multiple crossovers occurring between genes cause the recombination frequency to underestimate the genetic distance at large distances.
3. Apply a mapping function to transform measured recombination frequency into estimated genetic distance 4. Analyze results from a three point test cross to determine the parental combinations of alleles, the gene order, and the genetic distances between each gene.
Assessment Questions
The following questions, of varying difficulty, may be useful for assessing student learning.
Learning Outcome 1 Does crossing over occur during interphase, meiosis I, or meiosis II? (Answer: Meiosis I, when homologous chromosomes are in the same cell).
Use the following picture to answer the next three questions. A cell has the following chromosomes just before meiosis. The letters indicates genes, with uppercase and lowercase letters being different alleles.
Which pairs of genes could recombine by crossing over? (Answer: A and B, or C and D, as they are on the same chromosome).
Which pairs of genes could potentially be linked? (Answer: A and B, or C and D, as they are on the same chromosome).
Draw a chromosome in which a single crossing over event has occurred between genes C and D. (Answer: You are looking for a chromosome in which only one allele is swapped, like this)
Learning Outcome 2
As the genetic distance between genes increases, what happens to the chance that an extra crossover between those genes causes recombination, and why? (Answer: There is a decreased chance of a crossover causing recombination, because an increasingly large proportion of the time the new crossover will cancel out a crossover that already occurs instead).
The genetic distance between genes D and E is 24 map units. Is the recombination frequency between these genes exactly 24%, less than 24%, or more than 24%? Why? (Answer: It is less than 24%, because some crossovers that occur between the genes will cancel out and not cause recombination).
Learning Outcome 3
The recombination frequency between two genes is 34%. Estimate the genetic distance between these genes using Haldane's mapping function. (Answer: 57 map units) Based on these results and using Haldane's mapping function, what is the recombination frequency and best estimate of genetic distance between genes G and J? (Answer: RF = 100% x (114+130+122+116)/1200 = 40.16%, Genetic distance = 28.5 m.u. + 25.4 m.u. = 53.9 m.u. If they calculate it directly from recombination frequency, which they should not do, they will get an answer of 81.28 m.u.)
Tips
It is important to be clear on the distinction between crossing over and recombination. Recombination within a chromosome occurs due to crossing over, but a crossover does not necessarily result in recombination (and can actually cancel out another crossover, preventing recombination). If you use the wrong term (which is easy to do) you will confuse your students! In this simulation, recombination between genes always requires crossing over; however, the simulation permits that multiple crossovers could occur even between adjacent genes and result in no crossing over. This is why it is appropriate to use the mapping function.
For the first student data entry, the instructor can set up the board as below. The name is not vital, but lets the professor identify students with interesting results like the one shown below, with crossovers cancelling out. If, due to very bad luck, no students get results like the sample shown below the instructor may choose to enter those results in as their entry. If the instructor chooses to use the optional three-point test cross section, the students will need to enter their data in a new format when they reach question #11. Students shouldn't need the first set of recorded results once they are past question #6 at the latest, so the instructor can erase the earlier entries and set up the board as below, requesting that the students add tick marks next to the genotypes they observed to indicate their results.
ATF atf ATf atF Atf aTF AtF aTf
It is helpful to summarize these results for students, providing the number of gametes that fall into each of the 8 possible categories. The instructor may choose to add in the simulation data from Appendix 3. If students are proceeding at very different rates, early students could use just the simulation data for analysis. Finally, the instructor could ask each student to simulate a large number of gametes for analysis; 100 total replicates by the class should likely result in qualitatively expected results.
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Genetic Linkage Simulation with Playing Cards -ANSWER KEY
Answers are in red. For a good assessment of student understanding with less grading time, one might pay special attention to #5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, and 17 .
Crossing Over and Linkage Review
Simulated Chromosomes
For our simulation we will imagine we have a pair of replicated homologous chromosomes at the start of meiosis, one coming from the mother and one the father. They were replicated in S phase of the cell cycle, so each is made up of two identical chromatids, with the same genes and alleles. Because the two chromosomes are homologous, they have the same genes, but they have different alleles. 
Simulated Crossing Over
In some cases, a crossover between ace and three was cancelled out by a crossover between three and five. In other words, if two crossovers occur, they can hide each other.
Relationship between genetic distance and RF
5.
Two genes are 40 map units apart. Is the RF greater than 40%, or less than 40%?
Less than. The average number of crossovers between such distant genes is 0.4. In many cases, there will be no crossovers, but in some cases there will be two, which will cancel each other out and restore the parental combination of alleles.
6. Think carefully about our simulation, and a real chromosome. Each crossover occurs at a place in the chromosome, and may or may not result in recombination between a pair of genes. Is the number of crossovers between ace and three plus crossovers between three and five equal to, less than, or more than the number of crossovers between ace and five?
The same. Each crossover happens at a particular place in the chromosome. If a crossover happens in a particular chromosome between ace and three, or between three and five, then it must also happen between ace and five. For this reason, genetic distances are additive.
7.
Which of these would be a more accurate way to estimate the number of crossovers (and genetic distance) between ace and five? (Hint: think about your answers to questions #4 and #6.) A) Calculate the RF between ace and five.
B)
B is correct. The RF between ace and five obscures some crossovers.
8.
How do multiple crossovers prevent the RF from being greater than 50%? (Hint: When two genes are distant enough that they are equally likely to be in a parental or recombinant combination, what is the average effect of one additional crossover?) Imagine a pair of very distant genes, with a RF of about 50%. Thus a particular new chromosome has a 50% chance to be recombinant between these genes, and a 50% chance to be in a parental combination. Now imagine these genes became slightly more distant. There's a chance that an additional crossover will occur. Half the time, this potential extra crossover will change what would have been recombinant combinations to parental; the other half of the time, it will change parentals to recombinants. There's no overall effect. So as the distance between genes gets very large, the RF maxes out at 50%.
9.
Yes. The number of crossovers between two genes keeps increasing as distance on the chromosome increases. Even if they cancel each other out, they still happen.
Mapping and the mapping function
When we can't observe genes between distant genes, the following equation, called Haldane's mapping function, partially co
Genetic distance in map units = -50 ln (1-2 x RF)
So if RF between two genes = 0.1 (10%), the actual genetic distance is about 11.2 m.u. If RF = 0.1667 (16.67%, the theoretical RF between genes ace and two) the genetic distance is about 20.3 m.u. And if RF = 0.4 (40%), the genetic distance is about 80.5 m.u.! (Although this equation is imprecise at larger RFs).
10.
Based on the mapping function, a RF of 20% indicates a genetic distance of _________ m.u. 25.54 m.u.
Appendix 3: Three-point test cross simulation
There are eight categories of offspring in a three-point test cross, and some are rare. For this reason, if the instructor collects data from a typical lab section of 24 or fewer students, it is possible to get data that does not fit the expected pattern due to sampling error. Thus it is useful to combine a simulated data set (Table A1 ) with student data for the three-point test crosses. An illustration of how to use this data is presented in Table A2 and Fig. A1 ; the students may perform the same calculations with the student data appended. Table A2 . Calculations for genetic distance using the simulated data set. Figure A1 . Genetic map using the simulated data set.
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